Joliet Plumber Announces Water Saving Urinal
Heather Weber July 19, 2017
PDM Plumbing, Heating & Cooling offers
its commercial customers the watersaving technology with the latest hybrid
urinals from Sloan.
(Newswire.net -- July 19, 2017) Joliet, IL -Installation of a hybrid urinal in Joliet IL by
PDM Plumbing, Heating & Cooling can
lower water bills for owners and managers
of commercial buildings while saving
PDM Plumbing Heating Cooling Commercial Plumbing Product Options
thousands of gallons of water each year.
Sloan Hybrid Urinals with Jetrinse Solution Technology offer highly efficient liquid waste removal using only 100
gallons of water annually.
“We are always on the lookout for ways to improve the lives of our commercial and residential customers,” according to
Rudy Mahalik Jr., chairman of PDM Plumbing, Heating & Cooling. “When a respected company like Sloan comes up
with a product that is environmentally friendly and significantly lower in cost to operate than traditional systems, we
want our customers to know about it and be able to have it installed in their facilities.”
Sloan offers Hybrid Urinals with Jetrinse Solution Technology in three designs to accommodate various applications in
hotels, schools, transportation terminals and facilities, restaurants, office buildings, stadiums, arenas and other
commercial facilities. The new designs address concerns about odors and clogs that can develop when high-efficiency
urinals are not properly maintained.
Dissatisfaction with water-free urinals was caused by solids building up and impeding flow through drain lines. The
issue was resolved with incorporation of Jetrinse Solution Technology into the fixtures. The technology eliminates the
need for cleaning drain lines or scrubbing to remove calcite formation and buildup by automatically cleaning the fixture’s
housing and drain every 72 hours. This makes them five times cleaner than conventional, flushing urinals.
PDM Plumbing, Heating & Cooling has built its 132-year reputation as one of the best commercial plumbers in Illinois
by coming up with solutions to the problems faced by its commercial plumbing customers. Buildings and facilities
modernizing their existing restrooms need fixtures that can be quickly and easily installed to replace traditional urinals.
The Sloan retrofit hybrid has all the features of Hybrid Urinals with Jetrinse Solution Technology and can be installed
using the supply stop already in place as the water source for the new fixture. Between these new fixtures and the
skills of PDM technicians, bringing an older building into the 21st century was never easier, and the fixtures comply
with Americans with Disabilities Act guidelines.
To learn more about the commercial water saving urinal offered by PDM Plumbing, Heating & Cooling, visit their
website at www.pdmsince1885.com or call 1-815-726-6264.

About PDM Plumbing, Heating, Cooling
PDM Plumbing, Heating & Cooling is a family business with a 132-year history of providing the people and businesses
of Joliet plumbing service featuring quality, safety and reliability. Its team of craftsmen offers the southwest suburbs of
Chicago the same dependable and trusted service today as did the company’s founders in 1885. Prompt, emergency
service is available twenty-four hours a day.
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